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The German government said on Monday it was concerned about the health of an anti-
Kremlin activist who is in Berlin for treatment after a suspected poisoning.

Pyotr Verzilov, publisher of a Russian online news outlet and affiliated with the anti-Kremlin
band Pussy Riot, lost his sight, hearing and ability to walk but is doing better since he arrived
in Berlin for treatment on Saturday, two friends said on Sunday.

“We have followed the case, of course, and are concerned about the health of Mr Verzilov,” a
German Foreign Ministry spokeswoman told a regular government news conference. “We
hope he will be better soon and that he will recover fully.”

The Foreign Ministry spokeswoman and another spokeswoman for the Chancellery said their
offices were informed that Verzilov was coming to Berlin but were not involved in organizing
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the trip.

Related article: Anti-Kremlin Activist Doing Better in German Hospital According to Fellow
Activist

The ministry spokeswoman declined to say whether Verzilov’s case was discussed at a
meeting on Friday between German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas and Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov but she added that human rights are always a topic in such talks.

Verzilov arrived in Berlin from Moscow late on Saturday on a medical transport plane,
the managing director of the Berlin-based Cinema for Peace human rights group, Jaka Bizilj,
said on Sunday. The group paid for the transport, and Bizilj said that Russia had been
“cooperative” in the matter.

Verzilov is publisher of Mediazona, a Russian online news outlet which focuses on human
rights violations inside Russia’s penal system. He staged a brief pitch invasion during the
soccer World Cup final in Moscow in July along with three women affiliated with Pussy Riot.

Pussy Riot came to prominence in 2012 when its members were jailed for staging a protest
against Russian President Vladimir Putin in a Russian Orthodox cathedral in Moscow. The
group has since become a symbol of anti-Kremlin protest action.
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